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This paper aims at supplying a decision support system tool to investors having options
written on an underlying asset driven by a fractional Brownian motion fBm	 The results
presented here rely on the theory of nonlinear transformations of fBm and provide the
calculus of the probability estimate that the underlying asset crosses non linear barriers	
Recent results stating a Black and Scholes
like pricing formula allow to monitor the
expected behaviour of options on the basis of the dynamics of the underlying asset	 The
theory of speculative bubbles due to endogenous causes provides a useful suggestion for
the detection of periods in which these results should be used	 The application of the
above results is shown through the NASDAQ case study	
 Introduction
The typical problem of an agent taking position in a nancial market is joint to
the evaluation of the price of the underlying assets of her options Large oscilla
tions can change dramatically the returns at the expiry dates It is interesting to
know the most probable time which either the lowest or the highest values are
reached at Even if the excessive upwards or downwards that can also give rise to
the suspension of the asset from the market could be considered in the realm of
extreme events automatic trading systems can trigger portfolio rebalancing and
adjust hedging strategies when the option crosses some barrier The study of the
behavior of options relies on the study of the motion of the underlying assets Frac
tional Brownian motion has been detected around a wide variety of nancial data
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stock market indexes shares foreign exchange currencies

 Moreover it was
proven that the so called Ito type fractional BlackScholes market has no arbitrage
and is complete

 The Black and Scholes formula has been extended in order
to calculate the fair price of an option when the underlying asset is driven by a
geometric fractional Brownian motion gfBm

 So the problem of the evalu
ation of an option over an asset that crosses some barrier can be studied through the
problem of the crossing of thresholds by a fBm

 This is an intriguing prob
lem that relies over bounds that connect fBm to Brownian motion scaled Brownian
motion ltered Brownian motion

 The aim of this paper is thus to explore the
open problem about the case of non linear barriers

through the results about
the transformation of the fractal degree of a process when ltered by a suitable
function The Brownian motion is always included as a particular case
The outline of the paper is as follows The next section resumes the main tools that
can be used for the estimate of the probability of crossing linear barriers Section
 furnishes theoretical results in order to deal with some kind of nonlinear bar
riers Section  provides at rst a general discussion about the occurrence of the
hypotheses that allow us to apply the above theory and refers to the NASDAQ
crash of April  as a case study
 Main theoretical tools
This section aims to resume estimates of the probability of the rst passage time
for fBm with respect to the level of the barrier and to the time of crossing
 Probability bounds for fBm
Let B
H
t be the fBm with parameter H  For   H   B
H
t exhibits long
term persistence and memory whilst antipersistence is characterized by   H 
 The particular case H   corresponds to Brownian motion

 Let Xt
be either a fBm B
H
t or a scaled Brownian motion S
H
t  B


t
H
 and dene
AX c  supfXt ct j t  g 
The following results hold
	

Theorem   u   it results
P AB
H
 c  u  P AS
H
 c  u   H   
P AB
H
 c  u  P AS
H
 c  u   H   
The distribution of the suprema of a Brownian motion with drift obeys the law

P AB

 c  u  expcu u   
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An analogous result provides bounds for the probability that a fBm with drift
crosses a xed level u in the scaled Brownian motion case
	

P AS
H
 c  u  expau
H
 u   a 


cH
H


H

H

 First return time probability
Let T be the rst return time of a fBm Then
P T   T
H

Strictly speaking for a continuoustime fBm the distribution of the rst return
time is not well dened in the sense that a nite time interval may contain innite
many crossing points with the zero axis and the above relation is valid in the limit
of nite cutos that are always present in actual experiments due to the discrete
nature of any measure apparatus



 Nonlinear Transformations of Fractionally Integrated
Processes
Long term memory properties depend strictly on the ordering of data As an ex
ample operations like shuings of data destroy the correlation structure However
nonlinear transformations of long memory processes through functions for which the
Hermite rank J can be calculated allow us to give results over the fractal measure
of the resulting process


Theorem  Let Xt an Id process H  d   and let g  R  R a
function with Hermite rank equal to J  Then
 if   d   then gXt is a short term memory process I
 if   d   then gXt is I

d

d  maxf d J  g
We recall that gXt  Xt

has Hermite rank J   gXt  Xt

and
gXt  Xt

have both Hermite rank J  
 Fractional option pricing
Let us consider an option which underlying asset follows a geometric fractional
Brownian motion evolution We have to introduce the fractional Black Scholes model
see

for further considerations In this setting the discounted stock price is given
by the Wick Ito Skorohod equation
St  Sttdt StdB
H
t 
where B
H
t is a fBm under the probability measure P and  represents the diver
gence Malliavin operator The solution of  is
St  S

exp

Z
t

s 

Hs
H
ds B
H
t


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The Fractional BlackScholes formula states that the price at every time t   T 
of an European call option with strike price K and maturity T is given by

Ct St  StNd

Ke
rTt
Nd

 	
where
d


lnStK  rT  t	 

T
H
 t
H


p
T
H
 t
H

andN is the cumulative probability of the standard normal distribution Thus the
mapping of St into Ct St provides a direct relationship among the dynamics
of St and Ct St
 Barriers
Let us consider a barrier bt We are interested in determining the analytic form of
nonlinear barriers for which it is possible to prove some theoretical result about the
probability that St  bt The nonlinear dependence of Ct St on St does
not lead to a simple analytical formulation of the bounds directly on option prices
but the task can be performed by numerical analysis tools In the stationary case
 becomes
St  S

expB
H
t  t




t
H
 
Let us consider a rst case that uses directly the results of Theorem  and then
other cases that need Theorem  before applying Theorem 
 If
bt  expc t 

t
H
 v 
and u  v  lnS

 then the problem St  bt is reduced to B
H
t 
ct u and thus the results on the crossing of linear barriers by a fBm provided
in Theorem  can be used
 Let J be the Hermite rank of g Keeping the due attention to the monotone
region of g the problem of B
H


bt can be solved through the study of
gB
H
  g

bt if g

bt  ct  u and if gB
H
 is still a self similar process
According to Theorem  if   H   and

d  d  J     then
gB
H
 is a fBm with

H 

d This result allows us to analyze the functions
g that have an Hermite rank
a gXt  Xt

 J   The condition St  bt leads to the following
expression for the barrier
bt  expt




t
H
 logS

  ct u

 
This transformation keeps the long memory property for each fBm B
H
with
H  
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Fig	 	 The NASDAQ  Composite index from January st  to June th 
b gXt  X

t
 gXt  Xt

 J   In order to get a long term memory
process H  
c gXt has an Hermite rank J   In order to get a long term memory
process H     The highest the Hermite rank the highest H  and
in general d 


 

J
 Under this condition

d   thus the transformed
process continues to be a long term memory process
Moreover we can remark that the result  always applies and it provides a
direct estimation of the probability of crossing of a fBm to cross horizontal barriers
gbt  b Thus it can be applied in the case of the barrier  if c  
 Numerical results
The theory shown in the previous sections can be used in order to provide the
probability of crossing barriers if the underlying asset obeys a gfBm Thus the rst
step towards the application of such analysis is the detection of gfBm The theory
about the speculative bubbles due to endogenous causes can provide a useful hint
on the detection of periods of super than exponential growth

 The rst
common suggestion is to use the logarithm of market index data for the analysis
in the case in which the magnitude of the crash is proportional to the price as it
happens for the NASDAQ crash of April 


 Moreover the basic structure of
 without taking into account the stochastic term shows a polynomial ltered by
an exponential function This constitutes a remarkable point toward the assessment
of gfBm during the rise of a bubble due to endogenous causes because a polynomial
approximation to the trend of the logarithm of data wrt the timetocrash given
by ABt
c
 t
m
has been well explained by the theory and tested on data In the
NASDAQ  Composite case the values for the parameters A  	 	
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Fig	 	 Returns of the NASDAQ index since Jan	 st  till April th  and normal
distribution hypothesis testing	 Both Lilliefors and Jarque
Bera tests are signicant at  level
and reject the normal distribution hypothesis
B  		 m    and t
c
corresponding to April th
 with a condence interval ranging since March th  to April th
 are estimated by the minimum least squares method
	
on a time series since
Jan st 		 till March th  containing a total amount of  daily data
points If the attention is focused on the residual noise instead of the deterministic
trend then it can be observed that in the gfBm the fBm is ltered through an
exponential function but exponentials do not keep the self similarity degree

 In
order to investigate the occurrence of gfBm at rst the distribution of the daily
returns flogStSt g
tT
has been studied

as a proxy for the returns
Numerical estimates give the mean   e  e   e  
a
 and the
standard deviation   e e  e  Both the Lilliefors test


and the JarqueBera test
	
reject the normal distribution hypothesis The discrete
version of  is

logStSt    B
H

The fractional Gaussian noise fGn B
H
is self similar On the above data the self
similarity parameter is H

  	 The Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
has been used in order to estimate the self similarity parameter


Let us now examine the rst case  Linear barriers over B
H
t are expo
nential barriers over St An example is shown in Fig 
The bound over the Hermite rank J limits the range of transformations that it
is possible to apply depending on the persistence degree On our data we can take
a
For each variable empirically estimated the numbers inside the parentheses are the  condence
interval	
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Fig	 	 The NASDAQ  Composite index from Jan	 st  till March th 	 The curve
is the barrier 	 for c   and u  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Fig	 	 The NASDAQ  Composite index from Jan	 st  till March th 	 The curve
is the barrier 	 drawn for the same values of c   and u   used for the previous
picture
into account the functions g for which J   and as an example we show 
in Fig 
Each barrier depends on two parameters c and u and their values can be suggested
by practical problems like the measurement of the speed of data growth They can
be chosen in order to interpolate moving averages which constitute part of technical
analysis signals that can be used for triggering buy
sell orders
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 Conclusions
The paper explores the problem of an option crossing some barriers The analysis
is performed through the study of the underlying asset and by the reduction of
this problem to the estimate of the crossing of barriers by fBm As a rst approach
the latter problem can be studied in the case of horizontal barrier by an immedi
ate application of the rst return time probability This paper goes further on by
showing how to use some results over the supremum of fractional Brownian motion
and scaled Brownian motion with drift in order to perform a rst step towards the
probability description for the crossing of linear and non linear barriers The task of
non linear barriers can also give interesting insights over the structure of the market
and take into account investors set of preferences The theory of speculative bub
bles gives a hint on the detection of geometric fractional Brownian motion because
of the polynomial super than exponential trend
The symmetry between the ascending and the deating part of speculative bub
bles has been widely discussed through literature

and in particular it has been
tested for the NASDAQ  Composite index
	
 In this case the symmetry suggests
to look for the occurrence of geometric fractional Brownian motion also during the
deate of the bubble Moreover it has been shown that the main parameters that
describe the bubbles belong to a short range of values This result leads to a useful
taxonomy of bubbles that provides a further hint on the detection of geometric frac
tional Brownian motion and hence to a wide application of the approach discussed
through this paper looking forward for the improvement of instrument for decision
support systems and for the setting of automatic trading softwares
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